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in this paper perfectness of varicws products of graphs is considered. The Cartesmn pro&r+. I
G, x G, is perfect iff it has no induced C,,, , B (n 3 2). BJ considering the various uufik~cn~ 
conditions for the latter condition. perfect Carresisn products are charactcrixd. Similarly prrfcct 
tenwr products G, A ti, are characterized and it is prosed that the composition G,[G,] is pcrfecr 
iif G, itnd ii3 are perfect. Perfectness of nnrmal products was studied in an cork paper 
In an earlier paper [4] one of the authors studied the perfectness of the normal 
prod;Jcts of graphs. Mere a sitnilar study of the perfectness of three other product% 
of graphs is undertaken. 
Only ordinary (finite, looplcss, undirected and without multiple edges) graphs arc 
considered. 
Let Gt = (VI, EJ and G2 = (Vr, Er) be any twu graphs. 
Tht products studied in this paper are defined as follows: 
The Ccrtesian producr G = G, x GZ has the vertex set V = V, x V, and w,H’~ E E 
for Wr = (u,, u,), w2 = (~2. 02) iff either (i) ut L= u2 and ul~2 E E?, or (ii) ulul E El and 
u1 = U& 
The ccvnpusifkm (lexicographic product) G = G,[G,] has the vertex set V - 
& x VZ and wlwzE E iff either (i) uIu2E E,, or (ii) U] = uz and ui~2 E E,. 
The tt?nswpraduct (conjkwrion) G = G, A Gr has the vertex set V = V, x V2 nnd 
WIWZE E iff 1~~65 Et and ufiurE Ez. 
G is said to be pr@t if a(W) = B(H) (equivalently W(N) = x(H)) for cvcr! 
induwd subgraph W of G where cy, 6, w and x denote. respectively. the 
indqwdwa number (stability number), the partition number, the density (n~trs - 
imum clkpe sire) and the chromatic number, see [2] and [3] for details. G is crik(A 
if G is not perfect: and G - D is perfect for every tr E V. For t’ E V. N( 1’. G 1 
denotes the neighburbtd of tl in C; that is, the set of all points adjacent to 1’ ill 
i 
C, Xf U g v? then (Cl), denotes the induced subgraph of G on U. ff H ic $1 
su&faptr of .@ where 43 is one c&the products mentioned above, WC write: 
r. .-’ ! 
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S(H) = (u E V, : (u, u)E V(H), for some 11 E Vk}, 
T(N) = {B E Vz: (u, v) E V(H), for some u E. V,}. 
Y and 2 respectively denote the biraphs of the Fig. 1 and Fig. 2. 
7 TlYT!.I?, 
6 
Fig. I. Fig. 2. 
The following propositions implied in the works of Sachs [5) and LovLz [I] are 
used in the sequel. 
P 1.1. Zf ti is crirical, then 
(i) 6vJch u E V(b ‘1 is bt ar knsr cy (H) maximum ind:ymukvfd sets, 
(iij u(H) = 2 + H = Cz . , (n b 2), and 
(iii) u(H) = 2 * H = CZn+, (n 2 2). 
Pro tion 1.2. For every v E V(H) in A critkd graph H, each member of A 
0-cover of H is a maximum clique. 
The following theorem prcbved in [3) is also used in the study of perfectness of 
Cartesian products. 
Prop&ion 1.3. If l-i is critical and u, v E V(H) then neither N(u, H)G N(u, H) 
tw9r N(u, EI)c N(u, H). 
Proposition !A. Etrery (K4- e)-free critical graph is Cln+&, n 3 2. 
2. Perkt Cartesian pi’oduct graphs 
Thw-em 2.4 . G, x G, is perfect if it has no Czn + ,, n 5 2 as an induced subgVaph. 
ff G is not perfect ktt H be an induced subgraph of G arhich is critical. Obviously 
FI, = B(N)),, and Hz = (T(H)jG, are connedted and Bon tri:M graph’s, We n-&v 
fprave that both H, and Hz are (&I, - e )-fmx Fc.K, if not, iet E:* trav~ (KC d) as an 
~~~~ced subgraph. Then Hz is triangle free. since (I& - e) X I& contaiix an induced 
<UT a% illustrated in the Fig. 3. contradicting the assumption. 
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Fig. 3. 123456f is an induced c’,. 
Since H, is triangle-free, it is not difficult to see that if G has a K,,, p z 3 then 
V(K,)C S(H)x {v), for some u E T(H). For u, E T(H) define I_, = 
(VtH)n(S(H)X {U,l))<j. Let n, denote a B-covw for Lt. Then we iassert hat for 
every Q E *i, Q is a maximum clique in U. For, let w, E V(H,) if i. By 
Proposition 1.2 every member of a O-cover w for H - Wj, is a maximum clique in H. 
Since each such member has cardinality 2 3, these cliques are the cliques of u, L,. 
This implies that rr, C ;TT. Hence the assertion. From this it follows that each member 
of a $-cover for H is a maximum clique. But this contradicts rh e &$icality of H. 
Thus we have proved that both Gt and Gz are (K, - e)-free. But then ii is not 
difficult to verify that Ht Y. H, is (Kq - e)-free. Therefore H being an induced 
subgraph of H, x H,. is also jK, - e )-free. Tkis then, by Proposition 1 A implies thrr! 
H = &*l, n 3 2. 
Remark. Theorem 2.1 asserts the validitv of the strong perfect graph conjecture L 
for Cart&on product graphs, 
Using this, however, we obtain a better 
G, x Gz in terms of the structure of G, and 
following lemmas. 
Leasea 2.2, 1f w(G ) 2 3 and if Y is 
G = K 1,.1- . ..c. 
characterization of Cartesian products 
G, (Theorem 2.6). For this we need the 
not an induced subgraph of G thert 
I%‘@& Let K be a complete s-part& graph in Ci with 3 c s d r and having 
maximnim number of points. Let V, U Vz .. . U V, be the s-partition of (F;. If 
V(G j- V(K )$a, fet u E V(G)- V[K) such that t) is adjacent to some point of 
K If N(u) = V(K) tken {,V(.K) U(V))~ is a complete (s f I)-partrte graph con 
tradictingthechaice of K. 9fothcxwise let 21, E VI such that ou, $5 E. Since Y i\ 11cr1 
au in&c& subgraph of G and s cc _ , * 7 N(sJ~, K)c N(v, G). Further it is not diffie.ul! 
to see that Q is not adjacent to any Faint of V (for. if u i E VI is such that CL’ i E I 
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then {{u,, u;, o, v,})c, = Y, where o2 E V2 and us E V3). But then u can be added to 
V(K) to get a complete s-partite graph of cardinality greater than that of K, 
contradicting the choice of K. Hence V(G) = V(K), proving the lemma. 
bm 2.3. If Gi is a complete t-purtite graph and Gz is a tree then Gt X Gr does 
tQt cmtain an odd induced &c/e of length 3 5. 
Pmof. If the result is not true let C = wLw2 l - l wk (k L 5) be an odd induced cycle 
in G = Gl x GZ with wi = (u,, u,). Clearly T= ((~1, ~2,. -, lcll)b, and K = 
(1 VI. VI, - - ** CJ~})~;, are, respectively, anontrivial tree and d complete s-partite graph 
{F r). Let u,, u, be two pendant vertices of r We observe that uI = uz = uk. For 
nth~rwise we have either wtwk-, E E or w3wli E E. Similarly u, = u, -, = uiii. Let 
s, = {Ur, u,, . ., u, J and S, = (u, .,, uIC2,. . ., ua ). We prove that all the elements of 
SO and Sz arc distinct. For, if not let u, be the first point in the sequence 
%. . , . ,u,-~ such that u,,, = ul for I d m. 
;::#I) and utml (= u!,,) and u2u3 
Since there is a unique path between uz 
l 0 - urn_-, is a subpath of such a path, 
{Ut,Mr. . .,%I I } c S2. Let U, E Sr such that u, = urnal. Since T is a tree it is not 
dif?kult to see that either u,,, (= u,) or u, (= u,) = ~~-2. 
If l4, =- u, .., then clearly u,,,.-,u,, fEE(K). Since u,,,u,,,-, E E(K) and K is a 
conrpktc s-partite graph, u,,,u,, E E(K). But then by the hypothesis that u, = 
& D .;= u,, it folfows that w,,,w, E E, corltradicting the induced property of C. 
‘Sherefore urn = unAz. But this contradicts that LJ,,..~ = u,,, ._! = u,, since urn-? # u,,,-.~, 
W#U 2~n, E E and u, .-, # u, and w,. lw, E E. 
Thus uruI - - - u,.., is a path in x Similarly, U,+lUjhz - * - Uk is a path in r Since there 
is a unique path between u2 ( = uk) and Uj-1 ( = ui+,), we note that 1 S, 1 = /S,/. This 
implies that C, is an even cycle; a contradiction. 
Lemma 2.4. If euery block of G, is n complete gruph and Gt is a, complete graph 
then G, x G2 does not contain C2, / ,, n z 2 as an induced subgraph. 
Proof. Suppose C= w,wz.~~wq (k 25) is an induced odd cycle of G. Clearly 
cverc block of H, = ({u,, uzv . . ., uk})Li, is complete and Ht = {(u,, us,. . ., ukj)>~;, is it 
complete graph. ii H, is not a block let uI be a cutpoint of Ht. This implies that 
(W, - u,) x HZ is disconnected. This further implies that C has two nonadjacent 
points w,, w, such that u, = ui = re,. But then OiUj E Erl violating that Hz is complete. 
Therefore N, is 5 block. It is easily seen that if V(C) fI (V, x (u))P 0 for some 
11, E VZ then I V(C) fi (K x (o))l = 2. But this implies that C is an even cycle. 
Lemma 2.5. If neither nor C2n+-z + e (n z= 2) nor Z is an induced w.bgra& of 
G,. and Gz is Kt, then x G2 does tit muain CZn+,li (II 2 2) a~ .~n iriced 
~~~~raph. 
Let V2 = (t;,, or). If G. x Gt kas an induced odd cycle, let C be sucjI a cpzle 
, 
->, .,’ 
of minimum length. Let V(C) .= (‘1; x {v,)) U (K x (0:)) for T, and PC c V, . It is not 
difficult to see that T, n Tr # 81 T, n T2 1, is even and, {T&, and (T, - T,),;, are union 
of paths. Also (T, C1 T’}C;, has an cbdd hamiltonian cycle C’, = ~~14~ - e . LA, (k :.z 5). 
Any crossing chord in C, should join a point of T, - 71 to ;I point of 71 -.. ‘I‘, 1%‘~ 
naw prove that C, has no crossing chord. ff this is not true, let c‘, have a pair of 
crossing chords. It can easily be seen that for any such pair at least one chord in this 
pair divides C, into two cycles of which one is an odd cycle of length 25 and 
contains a point t)f T, n TL. Let U,U, and u]u,~ be two crossing chords such that 
u, U, E r, - T2 and u,, u,” E K - T, and d(P) + d(P) is maximum where P is the 
& - uf path t3f C , ntyt containing U, u,, and P’ is the U, - u,, path of C, not 
containing u, uI. Let C,, be a cycle of length 25 formed by the chord U,U, 
containing a point from TI fl T?. Then one of u, and 11, (say u,) is such that an? 
chord from it in C,, crosses w,. Clearly u, is no1 adjacent to any point of 
V(CrT;,) n T, for otherwise we have a contradiction to the r:hoice ot’ the crossing 
chords W, and u,$,‘,~. Hence C’,, x G2 contains an odd induced cycle whose length is 
strictIy less than that of C, in G, a contradiction to the choice of C. That is Cc has no 
crossing chords. But this implies that H, contains C2,. I or C:,* I f e in 3 L) or Z as 
an induced subgraph, a contradiction to hypothesis. Therefore G does not contain 
c Zn ‘1, n 2 2 as an induced subgraph. 
We now prove 
Tiworem 2.6. G, x G2 is perfect ifl one of rhe fo!fowing holds 
(i) G, and G, are bipartite. 
(ii) G, ut G2 does not contain either C:,, 1 , or Czrr +, .f e (tt * 3) or Z OS GUI in&c& 
stcbgruph and the other is K,. 
(iii) Gt’ or G, is K ,,., >.. .,, (r 2 3 atld f, P 2 for .wrne i) and the other is a tree. 
(iv) Every black of Gr or G, is comppieete atId the Other is a complete graph. 
Pr&. Let G = Cl x G2 be perfect. Obviously both G, and G, do not contain 
Czn+,, tl 2 2 as an induced subgraph since thev are induced subgtaphs of the perfect 
graph G. Also G and G, are (Czn + I -t e)-free. For, if, say, G, has C2,, . , + e as an 
induced subgraph, e is a triangular chord. isut the product of any such C,., . , + P 
with a 24, of G: gives rise to an induced C2n+7, n 3 2 in G, see Fig. 4. Further Z is 
not an induced subgraph flrf G, and G2, since Z x K, contains C7 as an induced 
subgraph, as demanstrated in Fig. 5. 
NOW suppasr: at least one of G, and G, is not bipartite, say G,. Thk implie\ that 
G, has a triangle; for, otherwise, it will have an induced odd cycle of length 2 3 
1 which is already am e%ckded graph for Gl. 
IFI kquryJ= 2, this accaunts for case (ii) of the theorem, since we have alread? 
; say that Cz~++ CLnal + e (n 2 2)and Z are not induced subgraphs of G, and G,. 
T&w&we let Gf have a trtangk and 1 Vi I. 1 Vzj a 3. 
We nctw consider t-he following cases: 
, 
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Fig. 4. 123.0 - 2n + 3 is an induced CJ.+l. Fig. 5. !234%7 is an induced (7;. 
Case (1). Y is not wn induced subgraph of G,. Then, since G, has a triangle, by 
Lemma 2.2, G, = K ,,., 1, ,‘I, (7 33). 
!%&ifcz~~ ( la). czn, n 2 2 Or K, - e is 2R iz&Wt?~ SUbgraph of G,. TX5 imp&s 
!hat Gt is tri:~g)~.- free. For, both (K, - e) x K, (see Fig. 3) and C?,, x K, (see Fig. 6) 
eosz~ain an O& in&~& ~,v&z of Iength >5. Funher G, has; a kriarr@e impIie:s IIW~ 
G, has no CJ,,, n B 2 as an induced subgraph (Fig. 6). Since G2 is triangle-free and it 
has no CLn. ,, n 3 2 as an induced subgraph, it has no add cycle. These two together 
imply that Gz is a tree. This is case (iii) of the theorem. 
Fig. 5. 1234 ’ * ’ 2n + 3 is an induced Czm+ 
.%&case (1 bj. Neither C2,,, n * 2 nor K, - e is an induced subgraph of @I. This 
rogether with true fact that G, has no C *,,+, as induced subgraph implies every block 
d G, is complete. Further G, = I$, p a 3 since Y is not an induced subgraph US Gx 
aind +( v,:: 33, But 3I?eJJ G,- &U?s .Wx? E#,x&&? XII --B a&C* (8 x?) z&r &?J i@WWi! 
suhgraph (Figs. 3 and 5). That is, every block of G, is complete. This accounts for 
@V> 4 &95 m 
Y is an induced subgraph of GI. This imphes that G2 does not can&n 
B8 as an induced subgraph; for, Y x 3$ contains induced Cq (Fig. 7). That& G2.i~ 
Perfect product graphs 
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Fig. 7. 124156789 IS an induced C,. 
Subcase (2a). C*,, (n ==2)or K4- e is an induced subgraph of G,. This yields 
GI is a tree (see subcase (la)). This implies G, = K, (since G, is complete), which is 
the case already considered. 
Subcase (2h). G, does not contain either C1, (n 3 2) or (K, - e) as an induced 
subgraph. Then every block of G, is complete. As seen already Gz is a complete 
graph. This accounts for case (iv) of the theorem. 
Sufficiency. If G, and Gz are bipartite let V, = V,, U V,: and Vz = V,, U V:, be. 
respectively, the bipartitions of GI and G2. By definition of G, x C, it is not difficult 
to see that G is a bip,artitie graph with bipartition 
V=(V,*x v,,u v,zx V&U(l,*X VZ?U v,zx V,,). 
That is, G is perfect. 
Let (ii) hold. By Lemma 2.5, G, x G2 does not contain C?, + ,, n 3 2 11s an induced 
subgraph. This by Theorem 2.1 tmplics that G, x G2 is perfect. 
If (iii) holds, then GI x G2 is perfect by Lemma 2.3 and Theorem 2.1. 
If (iv) is true, then G, x Gj is perfect by Lemma 2.4 and Theorem 2.1. 
3. Perfect tensor products of graphs 
Lemma 3.1. If G, and Gz are complete r-partite and com,vlete s-partite graphs then 
G, A Gf does nut contain c Znrlr n 3 2 as an induced subgraph. 
Prouf. Let Vt = Vll U V,,U - * - ‘U VI, and t; = V,, U V2 U . . . U V,, be the r- 
partition and s-partition respectively. Let Ri = V, x V,,, i = I,&. . . . s and C, = 
v,,xvf,/=1,2 ,..., r. Clearly by definition of G, R,‘s and C,‘s arz independent 
sets in G. Also if W, E R, f3 Cj then points of G non-adjacent to w,, are only in 
R, n cj. 
If the fault is not true, let C be an induced cz,,+,, n 2 2 in G. We ptwe thal if 
R:- V(C)f-IR,#Q),jR;f= 2. Since a(C) = 2. obviously ! R :I 25 3.7’nerefwe R : = 
2 or 1, H.]R:i= 1, let R;= (Wii) such that wfi, E C,. By an earlier observation the 
points non-adj.acent to IV, in C are m G. Since 1 Ci fl V(C)/ a 2, w,, has at the most 
one p&t non-adjacent o it in C, which is a contradiction. Hence the assertion. f3ut 
this impi& that 1 V(C)f is wen, contradicting that C is an odd cycle. 
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Theorem 32. G, A G, is perfect ifi either 
(i) G, 0:’ G2 is bipartite, or 
(ii) both G, mid G, do nnt contain either Cznllr n Z= 2 or Y as an induced 
du bg raph . 
Proof. Suppose: both G, and G, are not bipartite. This implies that both Gr and 
Gf contain a trian,gle; for, otherwise, one will have an induced CZn+,, n 2 2 and the 
other will have an induced Cl,,,+,, nr 2 1. But Cl,,,, A Ctm+), n z 2, m Z= 1 contains 
an induced odd cycle of length 3 5 as illustrated by Fig. 8, thereby contradicting the 
perfectness of G == G, A G,. This further implies that G, and GI do not contain Y 
as an induced subgraph, since Y A K1 contains a CT as an induced subgraph (Fig. 9). 
This prow the necessity part. 
Fig. X. 12345 IS an induced C,. Fig. 9. 12345 is an induced C,. 
Suficiency. If G, or G: is bipartite we see that G = G, A Gr is also bipartite. 
For. let G, be bipartite wilh bipartition VI = V,, U V,,. By definition of G, A G?, 
clcarl> VI, x 15 and Vz2 x Vz are independent sets; that is, G is bipartite and hence 
perfect. 
ThErefore let G, and G2 be non bipartite and satisfy the condition (ii) of the 
thtorcm. Then both G, and Gt contain a K,; for, otherwise, we have a contradic- 
tion to the fact that both G, anti G, .W pot containing an odd cycle of length 3 5 as 
an induced subgraph. Thus G1 and G2 are complete r-partite and complete 
F-partite graphs by Lemma 2 .2. This implies that every point of G is exactly in two 
independent sets. 
NM if G is nor perfect then it has a critical graph N as an induced subgraph. By 
the above observation every point of H is in at most two maximum independent 
its. This by Proposition 1.1 (i) implies that cu(H)= 2. That is, H = CzA+,, n 32 
IProposition I .I (iii)). But this contradicts Lemma 3.1. 
4. Perlet csmposWna 
Pevfecr producr graphs 
PrOOf. Ilf G = G,(G,] is perfect, G, and (3:. being 
obviously perfect. Therefore it remains EC) prove that 
perfect. 
induced subgraphs of G. arc 
G is perfect if G, ar.d G, ;\rc 
If G is not perfect, let H be an induced suhgraph of G which is critical. Let S and 
T have the usual meaning with respect to f-f. Evidently, : S i # 1; for. otherwise, H is 
an induced subgraph of G?, violating the perfectness of Gz. Also for some u E S. 
f((ti)X r)n V(b-i)j 2 1. F or, if not, by definition of G. f-f is an induced subgraph of 
Gr, a similar contradiction. Let S, = ((u,) x 7”) fI V(W) for uI E S such that IS, i z= 2 
and let <Sk}, = H,. 
We now prove that SI is an independent set in H. Let w E 5,. By Proposition I .Z 
every clique: in a e-cover 72 for H - w is a maximum clique in H. Let 
{Q,, Ql.. : . . Q,} C v be such that for every Q,, V(Q,) n S, # 63. Let C’, = V(Q,) fl SC 
for i = I,?,..., r and Q: be the complete subgraph on c, in H,. 1: is not difficult to 
see that til(H,) = j C, ; for every i. For. let w(H,) > I Cl, and L be a maximum clique 
of H1. Then by definition of G,[G,]. (V(Q, - C,) U V(L))rr is a ctmrpletc subgraph 
in N. But the cardinality of this clique is strictly greater than w(H), a contradictior. 
Since H, is perfect (being an induced subgraph of Gz), o(H,)a(H,) 2 j St :. This. 
together with the fact that i C’, ,’ = w(H,), for every i implies that i C, fcr(H,) 3 f S, i = 
icijrtl. That is, a(HJ~{r+l/~C,I}= r + 1 (since (Y(H,) is an integer). But 
a(H,) = B(H,) = r + 1, since Q:‘s and w cover H. These two together imply that 
CX(H,) = B(H,)= I + 1. This furrher implies that cu~H, - w)= rt(H,)- 1. since 
e(H,- w)= 8(H,) - 1 = r and H, - w is perfect. Since w is an arbitrary point in S,. 
we have that S, is an independent set in H. 
But, this implies (by definition of G) that N(rv,, H) = N(w,. H) for any two 
w,, wz E S,. But this situation cannot arise In a critical graph (Proposition 1.3). 
Hence our assumption that G is not perfect is wrong. 
Caraltolry 9.2. If either G,.Gz or Gb x G? or G, A Gr is perfect then G,(G,] is 
per@ t. 
Proof. Obviously the hypothesis of the corollary implies that G, and G2 ape 
perfect. Therefore by Theorem 4.1, Gt[ G?j is perfect. 
Remark. Converse of the Coro%ry 4.2 is not true. For example see Fig. 3 and 
Fig. 9. 
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